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Abstract. The paper considers the problem of estimating the parameters of a first-order nonlinear differential 

equation describing the dynamics of a separate sector of the economy (Solow model). Since the parameters are 

included in the equation nonlinearly, an approach is proposed that allows one to gradually estimate some of them on 

the basis of statistical data, and at each stage the problem turns out to be linear.  
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5 Single-sector model of economic dynamics  
 

In this model, the state of a separate (autonomous) sector of the economy is typically characterized by 5 variables 

[1]: 

Υ  – the volume of the final product fully used in the sector; 

C  – volume of consumption fund (gross non-production expenses); 

S  – volume of saving fund (gross expenses for development); 

L  – volume of labor resources (labor); 

K – volume of fixed assets (capital). 

Resources K  and L  are fully used, then ),( LKFΥ  is the production function. 

The product goes to consumption and saving (non-production and production expenses): SCΥ . 

These components are fixed: ,10, sΥsS consts  is unchanged rate of saving. Obviously, ),( LKFsS , 

and accordingly ΥsC )1( . 

Gross saving S  is spent on net capital gain K  and on the recovery fund K  of outgoing fixed assets, so 

constKKS ,10,
 
– rate of deductions for amortization. 

Dynamics of labor resources is described by typical Malthusian growth model): LgL , where constg  is growth 

rate of labor. 

These are the main assumptions of the Solow model. Everything is determined here by the dynamics of the volume of 

fixed assets (capital) K , in addition to labor resources. Therefore, it is necessary to get the equation for the dynamics of 

capital gains per unit of labor, for which all values are normalized per unit of labor. 

In this case, we use the fact that the production function is homogeneous: ),(),( LKFLKF . Entering values 

L

K
k  as capital-labor ratio and 

L

Υ
y  as output per capita (labor productivity), we obtain that the production function 
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will depend on one variable: )()1,( kf
L

K
Fy , so this is the dependence of labor productivity on capital assets. 

Function )(kf is a strictly monotonously growing and concave (with an increase in capital, the growth rate of product 

volume is slowing down).  

With this in mind, an equation for the dynamics of capital ratio is derived, that is, the basic equation of the model of 

economic dynamics is obtained in the following form:  

kgksfk )()( , 0)0( kk .      (1) 

This is a nonlinear model; evidently that the strictly monotonically increasing over k  and concave function )(ksf  

intersects the linear function kq)(  at some point k , so when kgksf )()( , this model has a stationary mode 

that meets the condition 0k . 

It is obvious that the stationary solution of this model depends on the parameters of the equation, the initial conditions, 

and also on the specific variant of the production function. As a rule, the most known Cobb-Douglas production 

function is used: 10,),(
)1(

LKaLKFY ,  where is the share of capital in the product, 1  the share 

of labor, a – coefficient characterizing the level of development of a particular economy.  

Then the normalized Cobb-Douglas function takes the form kakf )( , that is, the basic model of economic dynamics 

becomes a nonlinear differential equation of the first order: 

0)( kkqkask .       (2) 

From that, it is easy to analytically determine a stationary solution 1*
g

sa
k . 

As one can see, the parameters gas ,,,,  are included in the equation in a nonlinear way, which complicates the task 

of evaluating them for specific conditions. It should be noted that a model of this type can be applied to a separate 

enterprise, an economic sector or a country economy as a whole [2].  

Before proceeding to the problem of estimating the parameters of equation (2), let us consider what variants of solutions 

such a model can have. 

 

6 Typical solutions of the Solow model  
 

Since equation (2) has a stationary point k  (which is determined by the specific given values of its parameters), all 

its solutions with any initial conditions are approaching that point. To determine the nature of possible solutions of this 

nonlinear equation we use the WolframMathematica system. 

Let the following values of the equation parameters be given (2): 1.0,5.0,5.2,6.0 gas . Using the 

NDSolve function, we find numerical solutions )(tk  of such an equation under different initial conditions.  

It is found that this equation has three typical variants of solutions, which correspond, for example, to the value of initial 

conditions: 10k  (logistic function of time); 300k  (growing exponent);
 

900k  (declining exponent). Appropriate 

solutions are shown on the graph fig. 1. 
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7 Estimation of parameters of the model 
 

Consider now the problem inverse to the previous one: let a discrete set of n numerical values )(tk  be given from 

the solution of equation (2), obtained numerically for a certain value of the initial condition; it is necessary to find such 

values of the equation parameters that correspond to this given solution. This is the task of identifying the parameters of 

the model (2). Note that the choice of a particular graph does not matter, because they are all received for one set of 

parameters.  

So let as have a discrete set of values tktk )(  with a certain step on time, in the simplest case Δt=1: nt ...,,2,1 . This 

set corresponds to some difference approximation of equation (2); for example, assuming that ttt kkk 1
 , we obtain 

the following difference equation: 

ttt kgsakk )1(1 , nt ...,,2,1 .     (3) 

Entering the notation 12121 ,,,1, tttttt kwkvkvgcsac , we get a linear dependence 

ntvcvcw ttt ...,,2,1,2211 , generally applicable for applying the least squares method (LSM) for the evaluation of 

generalized intermediate parameters 1c  and 2c . But parameters ,, as
 
are included in the equation in a nonlinear way, 

and g,  are components of one coefficient 2c . Therefore, it is impossible to apply here the LSM directly. 

However, if we take into account that in practical problems of modeling of real economic processes we can obtain 

statistics on time-varying quantities ttt LKΥ ,, , nt ...,,2,1 , we can offer a sequential evaluation of unknown 

parameters in three stages: 

1. Based on the difference approximation of the equation for dynamics of growth of labor resources LgL , get an 

estimate of the parameter g by LSM; let us consider it given from now, i.e. 1.0g . 

2. Calculating the normalized values for labor productivity yt  and capital ratio kt , based on  n  values of normalized 

production function tt kay  determine the parameters a and . To do this, we first find the logarithm of this 

function: 

tt ky lnlnln .                 

Entering these symbols: ttttt yzkxxbb ln,ln,1,,ln 2121 , we can apply the standard LSM program 

LeastSquares for estimating unknown parameters of the linear dependence ttt xbxbz 2211 . In particular, using the 

values tk  obtained after  the solution of equation (2) with n=10, one can calculate the value yt  and round-off them up 

to two decimal points (if this is not done, the result of further calculations will obviously be the exact given values a 
and α). 

Then we use the obtained values of vectors 

k 

t 

Fig. 1 
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T
n

TT
n kkxxyyz )ln,...,(ln,)1,...,1(,)ln,...,(ln 1211  

as the input for the LeastSquares function. As a result of the calculations, we obtain the following coefficients: 

91616,01b  і 500027,02b ,  then the required parameters are:  5,24997,22b , and the 

index of the exponent of production function (the share of capital in the product) 5,0500027,0 . Consequently, we 

have obtained sufficiently precise results of the evaluation of parameters a and α. 

3. Knowing the parameter α, on the basis of the difference approximation (3) of equation (2) it is possible to form data 

for the evaluation of the intermediate parameters of the algebraic equation ntvcvcw ttt ...,,2,1,2211 , according to 

(3). For this, given  n = 10 values of the variable tk , we first form the vector of the dependent variable w , then the 

vector of the second independent variable v2  and, finally, we calculate the vector of the first independent variable  v1 . 

4. Let us use thus obtained values of these vectors 

T
n

T
n

T
n kkvkkkvkkky ),...,(,),...,,(,),...,,( 112121132 , 

each of which has a length l = n – 1 , as input to the LeastSquares function. As a result of the calculations, we obtain the 

following values of the coefficients of the algebraic equation ttt vcvcw 2211 : 6501,11c  and 7633,02b . 

Obviously, the required parameters of equation (2) are now calculated as 
1c

s , 

gc21  , where  α  and g are known; as a result, we obtain the following values of estimates for these 

parameters: s = 0,6601; 167,0 . The inaccuracy of these estimates is due to the too large step of the difference 

approximation, which is equal to 1. 

 

8 Conclusion 
 

The problem of estimating the parameters of a nonlinear differential equation that describes the dynamics of an 

autonomous economic sector (Solow model) is considered in the paper. Because five unknown parameters gas ,,,,  

of this model are included in the equation in a nonlinear way, an approach is proposed that allows to estimate them 

according to statistical data in three phases: first, the growth rate of labor resources g  from the corresponding equation 

of dynamics, then parameters  a  (level of development of a particular economy) and  (the share of capital in the 

product) from the normalized production function, and, finally, the rate of saving and the rate of amortization
 

 from 

the equation of capital change dynamics (2). It is important that at each stage the task is linear, and this allows applying 

a standard LSM program.  

The efficiency of the proposed approach is shown in the test case, when the parameters included in the model (2) were 

given in advance and used to obtain its solution and appropriate data sample. Both for solving the equation (2) (direct 

problem) and estimating its parameters (inverse problem), the Wolfram Mathematica system was used. 

The described approach can be used to identify a model of this type based on statistical data on the functioning of a 

particular enterprise, economy of a particular sector or a country as a whole.  
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